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Chapter 641 

Qilin slowly explained everything. That day, she used the Ancient Qilin Tree to 
break through the space. Although she was innocent, she knew that 
something big would happen next. 

Therefore, she did not stay for long and left Cloud Mist Island immediately. 
Then, she forcefully consumed her origin and used the Ancient Qilin Tree to 
tear open the space, leaving Cloud Mist City. 

After traveling through the mountains for a month, she left Cloud State 
through a teleportation formation in an unremarkable city. 

Not long after that, all the teleportation formations in Cloud State were heavily 
guarded. 

!! 

She traveled all the way and finally arrived at Demon State, which was more 
than a dozen states away from Cloud State. 

As long as she did not expose herself, no one would ever think that she was 
hiding in Demon State. 

“Have you obtained the inheritance of the Kun Peng?” Qilin asked carefully. 

After paying such a huge price and consuming so many divine pills and elixirs 
in the battle, it would be a great loss if Lin Mo did not get it. 

“Of course, and it’s all thanks to you. Thank you.” 

Lin Mo smiled and patted Qilin’s head, expressing his sincere gratitude. 

“Hehe, since that’s the case, then hurry up and hand over the divine elixirs 
and pills. Come, I’ll treat you to a big meal. 

Qilin giggled as she pulled Lin Mo into the depths of the forest. 



She had set up a concealment formation here, which blocked all auras and 
had a defensive effect at the same time. 

When Lin Mo got closer, he saw a small white jade cauldron filled with soup. 
He could vaguely see a meat spread floating inside. 

There were also many elixirs added to it, but there were no heaven-grade 
divine elixirs. 

What attracted Lin Mo the most was the large bell that was embedded in the 
ground on the other side. 

It was the Chaos Bell, a heaven-grade tier 9 magic tool that Qilin got from the 
Kun Peng’s Heritage Land. 

Nonetheless, at this moment, the Chaos Bell was used as a wine container by 
Qilin. 

The fragrance of the wine wafted through the air, and even Lin Mo was 
tempted. 

“Divine brew…” 

Lin Mo quickly moved closer, grabbed a small bowl placed at the side, 
scooped some wine, and drank it. 

A fragrance lingered in his mouth. It was slightly spicy, followed by a sweet 
taste. A cool and refreshing feeling spread throughout his body, making him 
feel refreshed… 

“This is good wine…” 

Lin Mo praised. He filled another bowl and drank it in one go. 

“Hehe, I got this by chance half a month ago.” Qilin smiled smugly. 

Some time ago, she accidentally entered a cave dwelling. Surprisingly, there 
were no demonic beasts inside. There was only a large jar of brewed wine. 

Just like that, she obtained a jar of divine brew without any effort… 

There was at least one heaven-grade divine elixir in it… 



“Oh, I also found this. I don’t know what it is but take a look.” 

As Qilin spoke, she took out an ocean-blue gem. It felt cool to the touch and 
exuded a special aura. 

“Where did you get it?” Lin Mo’s eyes lit up. This was definitely something 
good. 

“I picked it up on the side of the road. It looked okay, so I took it.” Qilin picked 
up her bowl and began to drink as well, speaking vaguely. 

Lin Mo could not help but sigh. 

‘You’re really an auspicious beast. What kind of luck is this? You found the 
divine brew as soon as you entered a cave, and you even picked up a 
treasure on the road…’ 

Lin Mo immediately stored it in the system space and let the system appraise 
it. 

[Ocean Blue Jade Essence, mostly found in the deep sea. A water-attribute 
cultivator who refines it can purify their attributes and increase their combat 
power. Earth-grade tier 9.] 

Hearing this, Lin Mo’s mouth twitched, and he put the wine in his bowl in the 
system space as well. 

[Heavenly Immortal Wine, a heaven-grade divine brew. It’s made from a 
variety of precious elixirs and then added with the Drunken Immortal Grass, a 
heaven-grade divine herb. It is brewed after a year of precipitation.] 

[Drinking it can nourish one’s vitality. If one’s origin is damaged, it can quickly 
recover…] 

“What…?” 

‘I don’t know what to say… 

‘Is this what the auspicious White Qilin is like? She got whatever she lacked. 
This is too nature-defying. 

‘Is there really such a thing as luck in this world? She exhausted her origin to 
escape, and in the end, she obtained the Heavenly Immortal Wine…’ 



“What are you daydreaming about? The meat is already cooked. It’ll be mushy 
if it’s cooked further. Quickly put in the divine elixirs.” 

Qilin nudged Lin Mo’s shoulder and urged him to put in the divine elixir. 

“Oh… Alright.” 

Lin Mo did not waste any time and quickly took out the remaining divine elixirs 
he had. He had used up too much in the battle. 

He had only four of them left, and he tore them all apart and threw them in. 

“That’s great…” 

Qilin rubbed her hands. There was wine, meat, and divine elixirs. This was 
what life should be like… 

“I won’t be polite then.” 

She picked up the bowl and chopsticks on the ground, picked up a piece of 
dried meat, and put it in her mouth. 

The golden soup flowed out from the corner of her mouth, emitting a fragrant 
aroma. She ate with a satisfied look. 

Qilin’s body glowed purple and occasionally had Qilin patterns on it. 

... 

Her origin was recovering. She had been finding elixirs for three months, but 
because she could not find any divine elixirs, her injuries were delayed time 
and time again, and they were getting a little serious. 

Even the Heavenly Immortal Wine was useless. 

However, Lin Mo had just added four divine elixirs in one go, which were great 
supplements for her. 

The injuries on her origin were recovering at a speed visible to the naked eye. 

“You should eat too. My cooking is very good. Let’s have a toast.” Qilin asked 
Lin Mo to eat as well. 



This pot of soup was very nourishing, and she was glad that the meat inside 
was also extraordinary. 

Otherwise, she would be letting down the four divine elixirs. 

“Alright, cheers. Let’s find a city after we’re done eating. I’ll get you some 
divine elixirs.” 

Lin Mo chuckled. The four divine elixirs were not enough to heal Qilin’s 
injuries, but they would definitely stabilize them. 

As for the next step, he would have to rely on the system to earn divine elixirs. 

“What did you say? You saw the events of the primordial era and the 
memories of the Kun Peng?” 

... 

“Did you see my mother? Is she very impressive?” Qilin’s face was filled with 
longing. 

Hearing this, Lin Mo thought for a moment. The auspicious beast White Qilin 
was probably the mother of Qilin. 

Everywhere she went, she was revered by all. 

Her strength was also extraordinary. She had once fought with the Kun Peng, 
and the battle was so intense that the sun and moon lost their light. 

In the end, it shattered a piece of the starry sky and ended in a draw. 

“Wow, I knew it. My mother must be very powerful.” Qilin raised her cup and 
smiled happily. 

Although her mother had passed away a long time ago, she understood that 
no one could withstand the passage of time. 

She was very satisfied to hear her mother’s name again after so many years. 

Oh, this is a Cinereous Vulture in the Ruler realm. You killed it. Its meat is 
pretty good.” 



Lin Mo praised as he ate. This divine bird was extremely ferocious and difficult 
to hunt. 

After all, the other party had a terrifying speed, and it would be as difficult as 
ascending to the heavens to catch up to it. 

“My luck was good. At that time, it was fighting with another divine bird for 
territory, and both sides were injured. I took advantage of it.” 

Qilin said casually after taking a sip of wine and enjoying the meal. 

This left Lin Mo speechless. Her luck… 

‘She’s simply a lucky star. With her by my side, what kind of divine elixir can’t I 
find?” 

Lin Mo was elated. He had an auspicious White Qilin by his side. Even saints 
would not receive such treatment. 

“Are you treating me like a tool? You want me to find treasures…” 

In the dense forest, Qilin muttered in dissatisfaction. She had drunk a lot of 
wine, and three-quarters of the divine brew in the Chaos Bell had been drunk. 

Although Lin Mo was envious, he was not greedy. He only accompanied Qilin 
to drink. 
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Qilin had also eaten more than half of the soup made from the vulture. Her 
little face was red as the divine wine was intoxicating. 

In addition, she had drunk so much that she was now drunk and expressing 
her dissatisfaction. 

“I’m trying to heal your injured origin completely.” 



Lin Mo shook his head and helped her to a nearby tree. He plucked some 
tender branches and leaves and laid them on the ground. 

!! 

After letting Qilin lie down, he washed the small white jade cauldron and the 
Chaos Bell and put them away. 

After doing all this, he walked out of the formation and guarded Qilin. 

“Ranked seventh on the Hidden Dragon Rank. They’re underestimating me…” 

Lin Mo shook his head. From the information he heard from Qilin, he was 
ranked seventh on the Hidden Dragon Rank at the moment. 

Meanwhile, Qilin was ranked first, pushing the young master of the Dragon 
Pavilion, Xiao Yun, down to second place. 

If they knew that Qilin was born prematurely with a congenital deficiency, 
perhaps they would not have let her be ranked first… 

Lin Mo chuckled. At the same time, he did not have a good impression of the 
Dragon Pavilion. 

When he and Qilin enjoyed the delicious food and drank the divine wine 
earlier, Qilin let her guard down and complained a lot to him. 

The ancient battlefield had the grave of Qilin’s mother, the ancient divine 
White Qilin. 

Qilin was also placed there to absorb the spiritual Qi essence that dissipated 
after her mother’s death. 

Theoretically, she would need another 10,000 years before she could be born 
and inherit the complete Qilin inheritance, showing off her mother’s glory. 

However, the Dragon Pavilion’s people used their great magical powers to 
enter the place to refine jade seals. 

By accident, they barged into the graveyard and disturbed her, causing Qilin 
to be born early. 



This was also the reason Qilin stole the Dragon Pavilion’s jade seal. She did it 
in anger. 

Nonetheless, this also led to her being hunted down, and she had to run for a 
long time before she could escape. 

After that, Qilin had to search for elixirs, kill demonic beasts, and devour their 
blood essences. Her days were very bitter. 𝗶𝚗𝘯re𝐚d. 𝑐𝗼𝙢 

It was only when she met Lin Mo and was taken care of did she finally get rid 
of the hard days of wandering. 

“I have to be fully prepared. Otherwise, it won’t be easy to go to the Dragon 
Pavilion…” 

Lin Mo thought hard to himself, but he could not come up with any ideas. 

The Dragon Pavilion might not be the greatest force in the Northern Continent, 
but they were not far from it. There were not many who could fight them. 

If the Dragon Pavilion was offended, the entire Northern Continent would be 
doomed. 

“Ah, I’ll just take it one step at a time…” 

The next day! 

Lin Mo left the mountain range with Qilin. With Lin Mo leading the way, Qilin 
followed him into the city without any worries. 

On the way, Lin Mo taught Qilin the World-changing Technique to change her 
appearance. 

After all, their identities were sensitive. Once they were exposed, the entire 
Demon State would be at war. 

“This city is a little small, and it experiences killing all year round. There’s no 
sign of good luck, so I don’t know if there are any treasures…” 

When they arrived at the town, Qilin shook her head. 

The smell of blood here was too strong, and she did not like it. Her eyebrows 
were tightly furrowed. 



“This is only a small city, yet it has such a strong smell of blood. It is indeed a 
heaven for crime and killing…” 

Lin Mo sighed. The little girl beside him was having a hard time. 

From the moment they entered the city, she had been complaining, saying 
that if she had known earlier, she would not have come to Demon Sate and 
that it would have been better to go to another state… 

“There’s no ruler here. It’s a paradise for rogue cultivators. It’s the easiest 
place to hide. Bear with it. Tonight, I’ll use the liquid of divine medicines as a 
seasoning and roast meat for you to eat.” 

Lin Mo chuckled as he led Qilin to the largest auction house in the city. 

“Guests, please come in. Are you here to consign or to auction?” As soon as 
they entered, several auras locked onto them. 

Even so, the two of them had changed their appearances and auras. They 
even hid their cultivation levels, so no one could tell. 

“I’m auctioning three treasures. Give me an estimated price,” Lin Mo said 
without any expression. 

As for Qilin, she was silent the entire time. She followed Lin Mo and did not 
make a sound. 

“Take out your treasures. Red or white?” An old man walked into the guest 
room. 

He was the appraiser of the auction house, and he sat opposite Lin Mo with 
an arrogant expression. 

“Wind Spirit Lotus, an earth-grade tier 9 elixir, Ocean Blue Jade Essence, 
earth-grade tier 9, and Luo Shui Sword, an earth-grade tier 9 magic weapon.” 

Lin Mo took out the three treasures, and the guest room was instantly filled 
with the fragrance of elixirs. 

“Right, they’re all red goods.” 

The old man’s eyes widened as he looked at Lin Mo in disbelief. 



Immediately, he circulated his spiritual Qi and sealed the place to prevent the 
fragrance of the elixirs from spreading. 

“I’m sorry for being impolite.” 

The old man stood up and bowed to Lin Mo solemnly. He then sat down and 
carefully examined the three treasures. 

“What are red and white goods?” 

Qilin, who was next to Lin Mo, blinked and looked at him in confusion. 

Could it be that Lin Mo had been here before? How could he be so familiar 
with the style here? 

... 

“White goods are treasures that can see the light, red goods…” Lin Mo smiled. 
He heard this on the way here. 

“Are treasures that have seen blood… Little girl, you have to follow this man 
well. Otherwise, you’ll be in danger in Demon State.” 

The appraiser raised his head and gave Qilin a smile that did not look like a 
smile. 

There was an unspoken rule in Demon State that the treasures one had and 
found in the mountains were white goods. 

As long as one was powerful enough, one could buy and sell such treasures 
openly. 

As for red goods, they were stolen from other people or robbed from 
merchants. They had seen blood and were not properly obtained. 

If they were auctioned, it would be extremely easy for people to seek revenge, 
so the seller would say that they were red goods in advance and ask the 
auction house to help keep it a secret. 

The auction house also followed this rule and kept secrets strictly. This was 
how they could survive. 



After all, those who did not keep their mouths shut would not be able to live for 
more than a few months. 

“Help me arrange them at this auction. Also, I’m going to participate in the 
auction.” 

As Lin Mo spoke, he took a VIP card from the appraiser and left in 
satisfaction. 

... 

Under the guidance of a maid, he and Qilin arrived at the auction house. 

“It’s been a long time since my last auction…” 

A familiar aura hit Lin Mo in the face. The auction house was very popular. He 
seemed to have arrived a little late as the auction was about to end. 

“Everyone, I’m sorry, I’ll add three more treasures at the last minute. Please 
don’t blame me.” 

The auction moved very quickly. Lin Mo had just brought Qilin into the private 
room corresponding to the VIP card when his treasures were brought up. 

“This is the Ocean Blue Jade Essence, a precious material of earth-grade tier 
9. Is anyone here of the water element? Don’t miss it.” 

After a brief introduction, the auction began immediately. The auctioneer 
knocked on the auction hammer and said, “An earth-grade tier 9 Ocean Blue 
Jade Essence. The starting price is five million high-grade spirit stones, and 
each bid must be at least 100,000 spirit stones higher. 

“Are you kidding me? Five million?” 

Lin Mo suddenly sat up. It was just an Ocean Blue Jade Essence. How could 
it be worth so much? 

“Wow, the stone I picked up is so valuable.” Qilin also sat up with a smug 
look. 

“How dirty…” 



Lin Mo facepalmed. Demon State was truly chaotic, and the prices of 
treasures were also ridiculously expensive… 

If it were any other state, the Ocean Blue Jade Essence would have been sold 
for five million spirit stones. 

Lin Mo did not expect that five million was only the starting price here. Did the 
people here not have a conscience when they earned dirty money? 
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“Dirty? Could it be that they priced it too low?” 

Qilin asked. They were in short supply of spirit stones and were in urgent 
need of various elixirs for cultivation. They could not afford to be schemed 
against. 

“No, it’s too high. Five million is the deal price of the Ocean Blue Jade 
Essence…” 

Lin Mo sighed. After seeing the market price in Demon State, he had the idea 
of building a force again. 

He had a system that gave him treasures at rebates. It would be zero-cost 
profiteering for him here. 

“No way…” 

Qilin was shocked. If the deal price was announced as the starting price, 
would anyone still buy it? 

In fact, her worries were unnecessary. 



The Ocean Blue Jade Essence was still very precious, so many people were 
bidding for it. 

In the blink of an eye, the price of the Ocean Blue Jade Essence was raised to 
6.5 million. 

Even so, there were still three people competing. 

“Six million six hundred thousand.” 

“Six million eight hundred thousand.” 

The auction reached its climax. Many people were cheering, and the 
atmosphere was unusually lively. 

Under such an atmosphere, the Ocean Blue Jade Essence was successfully 
auctioned off at the high price of seven million spirit stones. 

“I can stay in Demon State for a while longer…” 

Lin Mo immediately decided to profit from Demon State. Otherwise, he would 
have come for nothing. 

[Congratulations for successfully auctioning an earth-grade tier 9 material, the 
Ocean Blue Jade Essence.] 

[Successfully triggered a 1,000-fold auction rebate.] 

[Congratulations on obtaining an earth-grade tier 9 material, First Water Fine 
Gold.] 

“As expected…” 

Lin Mo sighed. There were pros and cons to this, and the cons were a little 
obvious … 

In other places, auctioning off earth-grade tier 9 materials and elixirs could 
give him something heaven-grade in return. 

Here, the rebate was too little. What he got in return was not even half a step 
into heaven grade, let alone heaven grade. 



“We earned an extra two million spirit stones. Let’s go to the deep mountains 
more and dig up more treasures to sell. We can make a lot of money.” 

Qilin was extremely excited. What they lacked at the moment were cultivation 
resources. 

However, with her identity as an auspicious beast, it would be easy to find 
treasures. 

Before entering the ancient battlefield, they would definitely be able to earn a 
fortune. 

“Yes, and Demon State is the safest place in comparison.” 

Lin Mo smiled and nodded. There were pros and cons to this. Demon State 
was chaotic, so he did not have to worry about his identity being exposed. 

“Alright, the next item is an earth-grade tier 9 magic tool, the Luo Shui Sword. 
It is also a magic tool for water element cultivators.” 

A magic tool would be welcomed no matter where it was. 

The higher-ranked ones, in particular, would be placed in treasure vaults as 
inheritances even by major forces. 

“The Luo Shui Sword was appraised to be expensive to make, so the starting 
price is set at eight million high-grade spirit stones. 

“Each bid must be at least 200,000 high-grade spirit stones.” 

After the auctioneer finished speaking, he knocked the hammer in his hand, 
announcing the start of the auction. 

“Eight million five hundred thousand.” 

“Eight million seven hundred thousand.” 

There were many treasures in Demon State. There would be earth-grade tier 
9 weapons in a small city like this, but there were not many of them. 

No one expected one to appear today, so half of the people were extremely 
excited. 



They all wanted to bid for the Luo Shui Sword, not wanting to miss it. 

Unfortunately, after the auction went on for a while, there were only a dozen 
people left who were willing to bid. 

It could not be helped. In such a short time, the price of the Luo Shui Sword 
had reached 11 million. 

According to Lin Mo’s estimation, the Luo Shui Sword’s price would be raised 
to at least 15 million. 

This was equivalent to some extremely high-quality spiritual medicines. 

“You’re right. This is Demon State, and it’s chaotic. Even in the city, there are 
many killings. 

“To them, spiritual medicine is precious, but magic tools that can increase 
combat power in the shortest time are the most popular.” 

Due to those reasons, the price of magic tools would rise by a level. 

“What if I auction divine medicine? The price will be even higher…” 

Lin Mo said in a low voice. That said, there was another possibility, and that 
was that he would be targeted by someone who would directly rob the auction 
house… 

“What did you say? We don’t even have enough divine medicine and you still 
want to auction them?” 

When Qilin heard Lin Mo’s words, she was instantly displeased. 

They did not have a single divine medicine at the moment, so they had to 
slowly search for one or go to a bigger city to buy one. 

When she heard that Lin Mo wanted to sell divine medicine, she was 

extremely displeased. 𝒊𝐧𝒏𝘳𝙚α𝙙. 𝘤𝗼𝐦 

... 

“Don’t worry, I’ll only sell them when I have enough divine medicine.” 



Lin Mo laughed. Even if he wanted to sell them now, he could not because he 
no longer had any divine medicine on hand. 

“I hope that I can obtain divine medicine this time…” 

Lin Mo prayed in his heart as he waited for the auction to end. 

Unsurprisingly, the price of his Luo Shui Sword was raised to 15.5 million 
high-grade spirit stones. 

If it was sold in other regions, it would probably only be sold at half the price. 

[Congratulations for successfully auctioning the Luo Shui Sword, an earth-
grade tier 9 magic weapon.] 

[Successfully triggered a 200-fold auction rebate.] 

[Congratulations on obtaining an earth-grade tier 9 magic weapon, the Cold 
Spirit Sword.] 

This time, the rebate was even lower. An azure spirit sword appeared in the 
system space, emitting a cold light. 

Although it was powerful, Lin Mo did not think much of it. 

... 

To him, this magic weapon was equivalent to another 15 million high-grade 
spirit stones… 

“The next item is the third last item. It’s said to be a defective divine pill. I just 
don’t know if it’s true. 

“After our appraiser’s appraisal, this is a degraded divine pill. It was originally 
of heaven-grade tier 1. 

“Due to the passage of time, 70 – 80% of its medicinal properties have been 
lost, so its grade has dropped a lot. It’s now of earth-grade tier 9.” 

As the auctioneer introduced, the maid behind brought out a silver plate. On 
the silver plate was a jade bottle with runes engraved on it. 



Even though it was sealed by runes, Lin Mo could still smell an extremely rich 
pill fragrance. 

“It’s the fragrance of a divine pill.” 

Qilin also smelled it and was certain that it was a divine pill. 

“However, compared to a real heaven-grade divine pill, it’s still much weaker. 
The aura is right, but it’s a little weak.” 

She shook her head. If the medicinal effect had weakened so much, then the 
original medicinal effect of the divine pill had also been destroyed. 

Even if they bought it, they would only absorb the spiritual Qi inside. 

The original medicinal effect of the divine pill was lost, and it was not worth it 
to buy it at a high price. 

“Do you think we should buy it?” 

Lin Mo asked. It was better to let Qilin make the decision. 

“No, but you can if you want to. With me around, you won’t lose anything, but I 
don’t know if you can make a profit.” 

Qilin said with uncertainty. At the same time, she also told Lin Mo not to rely 
too much on luck. He had not reached the stage where he could get in contact 
with luck. 

Karma was very mysterious. If one had excessive contact with too much 
power beyond one’s own, one would be easily killed. 

“Killed? Who would want to kill me?” Lin Mo was stunned. He did not 
understand why Qilin would say that. 

“I don’t know. Anyway, that is what was written on my inheritance mark. Don’t 
rely too much on luck, or it’ll be difficult to take the last step in the future.” 

As for which step it was, Qilin did not know. 

Therefore, the ability to determine the value of a treasure by observing its fate 
should not be used unless there was no other way. 
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“Then can we still go and find divine medicine?” 

Lin Mo felt a little regretful. It was a pity that he could not use such great help. 

“Sure. As long as I’m with you, your luck will be very good. This isn’t 
dependence. 

“This is the talent of the auspicious beast. I mean, if it’s not necessary, don’t 
take the initiative to let me see where the treasure is and how much the 
treasure is worth.” 

After hearing Qilin’s explanation, Lin Mo finally understood. 

It turned out that Qilin could even rely on the auspicious Qi on her body to 
judge what a treasure was and how much a treasure was worth… 

“Don’t use this function in the future. Let me make the judgment.” 

The warning that was written into Qilin’s inheritance by her mother could not 
be ignored. In the future, it would be better to let Lin Mo use the system to 
judge. 

“Okay. Your appraisal skill is truly amazing. You can appraise anything.” Qilin 
nodded obediently. 

While the two of them were chatting, the divine pill was also won by someone 
else. Since it was once a divine pill, it caused quite a stir. 

“The second last item is an earth-grade tier 9 elixir, the Wind Spirit Lotus. 

“This is a rare treasure. It’s an extraordinary existence among elixirs. If the 
environment is good enough, it has a chance of advancing to a half-step 
divine medicine.” 



As the auctioneer continued to introduce the item, the crowd below started to 
get excited. 

There were even some who were holding the weapons at their waists, their 
eyes filled with hesitation. 

In Demon State, it was not uncommon to rob auction houses. Each party was 
ruthless, and it all depended on who was stronger. 

Seeing this, Lin Mo frowned. He did not want the auction to be ruined. 

At the very least, they had to wait for his Wind Spirit Lotus to be auctioned 
before they started fighting. 

That way, Lin Mo would not have to make a move. Of course, the premise 
was that he had to receive the spirit stones he gained from the auction… 

“Hehe, I’m sure some of you can’t wait any longer. Don’t get too excited. The 
starting price for the Wind Spirit Lotus is ten million.” 

The auctioneer could naturally sense the atmosphere below the stage, but he 
was used to it. 

He continued to explain the auction item by himself and let everyone bid for it. 

At the same time, several powerful auras appeared near the auction house. 

Many people’s expressions changed as they felt the aura of a Ruler. 

Moreover, there was more than one of them. This made people feel a wave of 
fear. 

“As expected of Demon State. They must be something to have the guts to 
open an auction house here…” 

Lin Mo gasped in admiration. To think that there would be three Rulers hidden 
in an auction in such a small city. 

Although two of the Rulers had just broken through, they were still considered 
to have a deep foundation. 

“I hope there won’t be any trouble. I still want to see the finale.” 



Qilin looked at the auction hall with great interest. Through the window of the 
private room, she could see that many people in the hall were trembling. 

The greedy person just now should be glad that he did not make a move. 

“21 million.” 

Bidding voices rose one after another, and the final price was also very high. It 
was not easy for a Wind Spirit Lotus that could not be considered a precious 
treasure to be auctioned for a price close to that. 

Of course, this price was only available in Demon State. In other places, it 
would almost be impossible. 

[Congratulations for successfully auctioning an earth-grade tier 9 elixir, the 
Wind Spirit Lotus.] 

[Successfully triggered a 3,000-fold auction rebate.] 

[Congratulations on obtaining a half-step heaven-grade Wind Spirit Lotus.] 

The system’s voice rang in Lin Mo’s mind, and an exquisitely-shaped lotus 
flower appeared in the system space. 

It was still a Wind Spirit Lotus, but it was half a step to heaven grade. 

This one had completely matured, and its color was not the best. It had 
basically grown to its end. 

If it did not have some fortuitous encounter, it would not become a heaven-
grade divine medicine. 

“A half-step heaven-grade divine medicine? Not bad. I also obtained many 
spirit stones.” 

Lin Mo did not think too much about it and looked at the auction stage. 

At this moment, the last maidservant stepped forward. At the same time, the 
atmosphere of the auction gradually increased. 

The crowd stared at the maidservant without blinking. 



To be precise, it was the silver plate in the maid’s hand, which was the finale 
of the auction. 

Even from the private room at the front, several domineering auras also came 
out, each one targeting and balancing the other. 

“Hehe, I’m sure everyone can’t wait any longer. The next item to appear will 
be the finale of this auction. 

“This aura!” 

Lin Mo’s heart skipped a beat as he sensed a familiar yet terrifying aura from 
the silver plate. 

“Yes, yes. It’s the Kun Peng…” 

Qilin nodded. She had also sensed it and was a little nervous. The incident in 
Cloud State had spread. 

The entire Northern Continent knew that Lin Mo had received the supreme 
inheritance of the Kun Peng. 

It was hard to imagine that a treasure related to the Kun Peng had appeared 
here and was even listed as the finale… 

The red cloth was lifted. It was a piece of a broken bone. No one could tell 
which part it belonged to, and there were no runes on it. 

... 

If not for Lin Mo’s Kun Peng arts, he would not have sensed that this bone 
was related to the Kun Peng. 

“That’s not right. The remains of a divine beast don’t look like this. I’ve seen 
my mother’s. This aura is too weak…” 

Qilin shook her head and realized that something was wrong. She had the 
most right to speak about this and could see the difference at a glance. 

“Could it be that it went through a lot and has been eroded by time?” 

Lin Mo asked. After all, no one could withstand the passage of time. Even a 
divine beast’s bone could not possibly remain forever after its death. 



“No, this isn’t the Kun Peng’s bone. It should be that of its descendant. 

“Not a pure-blood descendant.” 

Upon hearing this, Lin Mo was stunned. Could a descendant of the Kun Peng 
not be pure-blooded? 

With its terrifying divine beast bloodline, how powerful must its partner’s 
bloodline be to be able to compete with the Kun Peng’s bloodline and be 
passed down together…? 

“This is a strange bone. It should be from a divine bird. According to my initial 
estimation, it should be the bone of a divine bird of the Saint realm. It’s 
extremely valuable,” the auctioneer said. 

“What did you just say?” 

... 

The auction house was in an uproar. Everyone subconsciously activated their 
spiritual Qi. 

If it was not for the fact that their reason was still suppressing their greed, they 
would have taken action. 

Even so, everyone’s eyes flickered, and all kinds of killing intent and cold 
auras emerged. 

“Is it really the bone of a divine bird in the Saint realm? If it’s real, and if it is 
refined into a magic tool, it’ll at least be of heaven-grade tier 7.” A woman’s 
voice came from the private room in the front. 

“Can you guarantee that it’s the bone of a divine bird in the Saint realm? Don’t 
try to fool us with a random piece of a bone,” someone on the other side said. 

“Yeah, you’re talking about a divine bird in the Saint realm. It is an existence 
that can destroy our entire city with a single slap.” i𝒏𝒏𝐫𝑒𝐚d. c𝐨𝗺 

“Maybe it’s from some ancient ruins.” 

People were discussing and asking the auctioneer to prove whether or not it 
was the bone of a divine bird in the Saint realm. 



Even Lin Mo was interested in the bone. 

“Everyone, you can come up to the stage to take a look. You can appraise it 
as long as the bone isn’t damaged.” 

The auctioneer wiped the cold sweat from his forehead and said respectfully. 

Every time an auction was held, it was like a test of life and death for him. 

This was Demon State, so it would not be strange if news of a city being 
massacred appeared. 

“You stay here while I go and check it.” 

Lin Mo took this matter very seriously. He told Qilin that he wanted to go out 
and take a look. 
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No matter what it was, as long as it was related to the Kun Peng, Lin Mo had 
to take a good look. 

After all, he had obtained the inheritance of the Kun Peng. He had to 
investigate everything related to it carefully. 

“Sir, are you interested in the Divine Bird Bone?” 

Outside Lin Mo’s private room, there were guards and maids in charge of the 
guests’ safety. 

After all, he auctioned red items, so they had to ensure his safety during the 
auction. 



“I’m a little interested and want to go up and take a look.” 

Lin Mo smiled. He was the first to walk up the auction stage under the 
guidance of the maidservant. 

“Please take a look and try to attack it. I think it’s hard enough to withstand the 
full-force attack of the Rulers of our auction house.” 

The auctioneer said to Lin Mo, revealing another secret. 

“Is that so…?” 

Lin Mo nodded and walked up to the bone to examine it carefully. 

However, it was just a bone to him, and there was nothing special about it. 

Lin Mo reached out and held it in his hand. His palm glowed, and the Extreme 
Yang Dao Law manifested in his body. 

In the next moment, he ignited the flames in his hand and enveloped the 
bone. 

At the same time, after concealing his aura, Lin Mo stored the bone in the 
system space. 

[The remains of the Golden-winged Roc. Its bloodline is pure. By chance, it 
obtained a drop of the Kun Peng’s blood essence and began to evolve toward 
the Kun Peng.] 

[After failing and dying, the bone left behind carries the aura of the Kun Peng. 
It is indestructible and can be used to refine magic tools.] 

The system’s introduction came, but the result disappointed Lin Mo. 

This was not the Kun Peng Bone. It was just a piece of bone from a Golden-
winged Roc. 

The roc failed in the end and only left some broken bones. 

“I’m done examining it. This is a good material for forging.” 

Lin Mo nodded. It was still somewhat valuable. 



He did not want to refine weapons. Instead, he wanted to auction the bone 
somewhere else and get a treasure in return. 

He estimated that he would be able to get a large sum of spirit stones if he 
continued to auction the Divine Bird Bone. 

After putting down the bone, Lin Mo returned to the private room, and a few 
more people went up to check. 

Even so, they did not get any results. 

Other than its hardness, there were no other clues. It could be used for 
forging, but such a small piece was simply too small. 

“Looks like it’s just a piece of material. Even though it’s the bone of a Saint, 
the divinity within it has long disappeared.” 

“It’s a pity. In this way, its value will be greatly reduced. If one can’t extract 
blood essence and divinity from it, one can only refine weapons or set up 
formations with it…” 

After examining it, the people in the private room started discussing it and felt 
that the value of the bone was not high. 𝘪𝓃n𝐫e𝗮d. co𝗺 

“The starting price is 20 million high-grade spirit stones.” 

The auctioneer saw that these people were not very interested and were even 
trying to belittle the value of the Divine Bird Bone, so he quickly struck the 
auction hammer. 

The auction began, but not many people were interested. 

Besides, not everyone could afford to pay 20 million high-grade spirit stones. 

Furthermore, the most important treasures were usually auctioned by the 
people in the private room at the front. The ones who were sitting in the main 
hall would not join in the fun. 

“I’ll pay 21 million.” 

No one called out a bid, and the auction was silent for a full minute. 



In the end, it was Lin Mo who spoke up and raised the price by one million. 
The bone’s value was definitely not just that. 

Despite that, no one could recognize the value of the bone. This was normal. 
After all, if Lin Mo had not cultivated the Kun Peng’s arts and had the system, 
he would not have been able to see the extraordinariness of the bone. 

“21 million, deal.” 

The auctioneer waited for a full three minutes, and some people in the crowd 
were getting impatient. 

Only then did he knock on the auction hammer, announcing the end of the 
auction. 

Just like that, no one fought for the final treasure, and it was taken by Lin Mo 
in such a muddled manner… 

“21 million. How much can we earn if we resell it?” Qilin asked curiously. 

She had just been born not long ago. Even though she heard about the bone 
from Lin Mo, she still did not know its exact value. 

“By a conservative estimate, two heaven-grade tier 1 divine medicines. It’s a 
huge profit.” 

Lin Mo smiled. This bone could be used to make heaven-grade magic tools of 
at least rank five and above. 

Although he had to find a blacksmith and prepare the rest of the materials 
himself, it would be worth it. 

“That’s great. Let’s go and trade. We’ll head to the next city immediately.” 

Qilin cheered in joy. Under Lin Mo’s influence, she had learned to be on her 
guard and was about to go to the next city to resell the treasure. 

“Don’t make a big deal out of this. Put on your cape and bamboo hat.” 

After reminding Qilin, the two of them walked out of the private room and saw 
an unfamiliar face. 



The person who came was a woman. She was followed by four or five people, 
each of whom was a powerful expert. 

Lin Mo was also shocked by this woman. She was a first-level Ruler. 

... 

In this small city, there were only a few Rulers, and he met one just like that… 

“Can I help you?” he asked. 

Lin Mo asked with a frown. He had been keeping a low profile the entire time, 
trying not to attract attention. Even so, he was still targeted because of the 
auction of the Divine Bird Bone. 

“You’re not a familiar face here. May I know your name?” 

The woman giggled and twisted her slender waist. She moved her femme 
fatale-like face closer to Lin Mo with a hint of charm. 

“Vixen, are you that thirsty? You can’t wait to seduce a sugar daddy.” 

On the other side, a brawny man walked out of the private room with a large 
horse-slashing sword on his back. 

He had a fierce look that made people not dare to approach him. 

“Didn’t you say I’ll be lucky by your side? Trouble came so quickly…” 

Lin Mo sent a voice transmission to Qilin. The man and woman were not 
friendly and had set their eyes on him. 

“Two people who have just advanced to Rulers. Aren’t they here to give away 
treasures?” Qilin chuckled. 

... 

If it was not for the fact that the venue was not right, she would have made a 
move. 

“If there’s nothing else, I’ll take my leave first. Goodbye,” Lin Mo said coldly, 
not giving the man and woman any face. 



The two of them did not mind. The woman covered her mouth and teased, 
“Captain Man Xiong, it seems like you don’t have much face…” 

Many people could not help but pity Lin Mo and Qilin as they watched them 
leave. 

After offending the troublemakers, it would probably be difficult for Lin Mo and 
Qilin to even walk out of this city… 

In the guest room, Lin Mo counted the spirit stones he had and could not help 
but curse. 

“How dirty…” 

In Demon State, the auction house would charge a 15% service fee, which 
was three times that of other places. 

“Yeah, they’re too dirty.” Qilin also nodded in agreement. 

“Let’s go. Let’s take care of our stalkers and head to the next city.” 

After being sent out of the auction house by the maidservant, before Lin Mo 
had the time to say anything, he pulled Qilin and leaped up. 

“Boom!” 

A large crack appeared where he had just been standing, and a sharp horse-
slashing blade slashed down. 

The force was heavy, showing the ruthlessness of the attacker. 

Even if Lin Mo’s physical body was extraordinary, he would still suffer some 
superficial injuries if the attack hit him… 

“This is chaotic, but it’s good. It saves me trouble…” 

Lin Mo shook his head. He had just left the auction house, and the man from 
before was in such a hurry to make a move. 

Nonetheless, this was also good. It would save him a lot of trouble. There 
were often battles in the city, and the people nearby were used to it. 

“Don’t reveal your magic tool. Let’s end this quickly.” Lin Mo grinned. 
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It was the two people from before who attacked. They thought that Lin Mo and 
his companion could be bullied, so they attacked. 

Of course, they also got some information from the auction house. For 
instance, Lin Mo had auctioned his treasures there. 

“Boom!” 

The battle continued for some time, and the surroundings were filled with 
formations to prevent the streets from being destroyed. 

Although Lin Mo could not use many techniques, he could still use the Kun 
Peng runes. 

He only concealed his aura and exploded with monstrous combat power. 

After a few hundred moves, Lin Mo and Qilin finished off their opponents and 
obtained many good items from them. 

“Unfortunately, there’s no divine medicine…” 

Qilin sighed. These were two kings, but they only had a few rank 9 Earth 
Class spirit herbs. 

“Let’s go. We should leave this place first.” 

Lin Mo waved his hand and left the place with Qilin. After a long time, people 
started to talk. 

They were very shocked. There were battles everywhere in Demon State. 



However, the death of two Rulers caused a huge commotion… 

“Here, this is a half-step heaven-grade Wind Spirit Lotus. Eat it.” 

As Lin Mo flew through the spatial passageway of the teleportation formation, 
he took out the half-step heaven-grade Wind Spirit Lotus that he obtained 
earlier. 

“Where did you get it?” Qilin was confused. 

Did Lin Mo not run out of stock? Why did he take out another half-step of 
divine medicine? 

“I bought it from an auction, but it’s a pity it’s not a divine medicine.” 

Lin Mo made up a random excuse and started to plan his next trip. 

With their strengths, they could definitely protect themselves. 

They could cultivate in Demon State for some time, gather materials, and then 
head to the Dragon Pavilion to enter the ancient battlefield. 

On the way, Lin Mo once again experienced the chaos in Demon State. 

People were fighting in the spatial passageway of the teleportation formation. 
It was obvious that the two sides had a long history of enmity. 

The battle that erupted even affected the spatial passageway. 

Naturally, Lin Mo did not want to get involved in these battles. He auctioned 
elixirs in some cities along the way while keeping a low profile. 

After that, he used spirit stones to purchase elixirs and prepared to auction 
them in the next city. 

“Before the ancient battlefield opens, there’ll be a few preliminaries to filter out 
those who try to take advantage of the situation.” 

Lin Mo recalled the information he received recently. 

Meanwhile, Qilin was holding a White Jade Ginseng in her hand and eating it 
happily. 



This was what Lin Mo had obtained from the auction today. He had traveled 
through more than a dozen cities before finally obtaining a divine medicine. 

“That’s none of our business. Didn’t we get on the list?” Qilin said vaguely. 

“Our next stop is Fire City. I heard that the city Lord is a quasi-Saint. We can’t 
expose ourselves…” 

Qilin did not care about this at all and said, “With our luck, as long as we don’t 
take the initiative to cause trouble, there won’t be any powerhouses looking 
for trouble.” 

Then, she became excited again and wiped the drool from the corner of her 
mouth. “By the way, Fire City is also one of the major cities. There must be 
some divine medicines there.” 

Not to mention anything else, her previous consumption could only be made 
up for with divine medicine. 

In the past few days, she had only eaten one White Jade Ginseng. The rest 
were all half-step divine herbs. 

“Let’s go and see the situation.” 

Lin Mo nodded. He had more than a dozen earth-grade tier 9 elixirs with him, 
and they were all carefully selected. 

It was so that not too many people would compete for them at the auction in 
Fire City. 

Lin Mo and Qilin walked out of the teleportation formation, and the void behind 
them closed up. Some specialized guards came over to collect the fee for 
activating the teleportation formation. 

The environment in Fire City was rather dry and hot. It was filled with fire-
elemental spiritual Qi, and one could even vaguely sense the fire-elemental 
Dao Law. 

This might be the origin of Fire City’s name. 

The city was mainly red in color, and there were many people on the streets. 

Compared to other cities, Fire City was much more orderly. 



At least, when Lin Mo and Qilin entered the city, the guards warned them not 
to fight with anyone in the city and that they had to go to the fighting arena to 
do that. 

“Boom!” 

The ground shook, and the void behind them cracked open. More living 
beings walked out of the teleportation formation. 

More than a hundred huge rhinoceros emerged, the horns on their foreheads 
crimson red. 

They let out a series of low roars, and their iron hooves stomped down, 
causing the ground to shake. 

“Red Flame Rhinoceroses, very powerful beasts. They’re proficient in the fire 
attribute and also have brute force…” 

Lin Mo said in a low voice. It looked like a race, and he could feel the aura of 
many Rulers. 

“They should be delicious…” Qilin said in a low voice, drooling at the sight of 
these Red Flame Rhinoceroses. 

“Don’t cause any trouble.” 

Lin Mo pulled her away. He asked around and went to the auction house. 

... 

This was the largest auction house in Fire City, and it was the property of the 
mayor, so no one dared to cause trouble here. 

“The two of you look rather young. Are you here to fight for a spot to enter the 
ancient battlefield of the Dragon Pavilion?” 

The person who received Lin Mo and Qilin was a shrewd-looking middle-aged 
woman. 

She looked at the two ordinary-looking people in front of her and asked 
tentatively. 

“Fight for a spot?” Lin Mo was taken aback. What did that mean? 



He humbly asked for advice, and only then did he learn that the entire 
Northern Continent was in a state of excitement. 

Countless forces wanted their younger generation to enter, for no other 
reason than the countless opportunities inside. 

It was a pity that there were only a limited number of people who could enter 
the ancient battlefield. There were only 3,000 people who could be immune… 

In order to obtain a spot, all the cities in the Northern Continent that were kept 
watch by a quasi-Saint could have a spot. 

Every city had a different way of obtaining a spot. 

Some tested one’s talent but most tested one’s combat ability. 

... 

Of course, there were also those like Fire City who used an auction to 
determine the ownership of the spot. 

“They can actually do it this way…” Lin Mo finally understood. 

No wonder he met so many people when he passed through the teleportation 
passageway. It seemed like they were all heading to Fire City to bid for the 
spot… 

“It’s going to be auctioned off at a sky-high price…” 

Qilin sighed. How many spirit stones could she get from this? She had stolen 
a jade seal back then. 

That was a spot that could be exempted from death, but it was a pity that all 
the forces had decided to let the younger generation fight for it. 

If it was a real auction, it might really fetch a sky-high price… 

“The ancient battlefield? I’m getting more and more curious…” 

Lin Mo was very tempted. He took out a dozen earth-grade tier 9 elixirs for the 
auction house to auction. 



“By the way, you came out from there. Did you not explore it? ” He looked at 
Qilin and asked. 

“No. If I didn’t run fast, I would’ve been caught. I wasn’t in the mood to 
explore.” 

Qilin shook her head. She was awakened and could only run for her life after 
she woke up. 

However, she was sure that there were inheritances that were not weaker 
than the Kun Peng and the Qilin on the ancient battlefield. 

There were even great opportunities such as celestial tools, immortal 
medicines, and immortal pills. 

Qilin could not help but gulp at this time. She would not ask for immortal 
medicines, only divine medicines to be everywhere. 

When the time came, she would kill a ferocious beast and pair it with divine 
medicine and all sorts of precious medicinal herbs. Just thinking about it made 
her excited. 

“There are so many opportunities. I can’t miss them indeed.” 

Lin Mo nodded and stopped the voice transmission with Qilin. He then turned 
his attention to the auction. 

The auction had just started, and the first item was an earth-grade tier 5 
technique. 

This moved many of the people present, and they all started bidding. 
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“The next item is a broken stone with half a piece of a Cathode Stone 
embedded in it. It is of earth-grade tier 7.” 



As the auction went on, Lin Mo felt a little bored. 

Nonetheless, when a small piece of earthy yellow jade was presented, he was 
clearly stunned. 

In the middle of the yellow jade, there was a light blue stone. 

This was the so-called Cathode Stone, which could be used to refine magic 
tools or set up formations. 

“This stone seems to be a little special…” 

Qilin also raised her head. She stared at the Cathode Stone and frowned. 

“Don’t abuse your power…” Lin Mo reminded Qilin. 

“No, I just suddenly felt that it might not be the Cathode Stone. You felt it too, 
right?” Qilin shook her head and expressed her opinion. 

“It is indeed different…” 

Lin Mo said with a nod. When the Cathode Stone first appeared, he could 
clearly feel that it contained a special power. 

The power was even stronger, much stronger than that of the Cathode Stone. 

“The starting price for the Cathode Stone is two million high-grade spirit 
stones.” 

On the stage, the auctioneer dropped the hammer and announced the start of 
the auction. 

It was very expensive, but if Lin Mo’s feelings were right, this Cathode Stone 
was worth buying. 

“Two million one hundred thousand.” 

“Two million three hundred thousand.” 

People started to bid intermittently, and they were all sitting in the hall. 

After observing for a while, Lin Mo made a move and said, “Two million and 
five hundred thousand.” 



There were not many people bidding, only four or five, including him. 

In the end, he won the Cathode Stone at the price of three million. 

Lin Mo found a staff member and paid the spirit stones for them to deliver the 
Cathode Stone to him. 

“How is it? What kind of treasure is it?” 

Seeing that Lin Mo had obtained the Cathode Stone, Qilin asked. 

“Let me check.” 

Lin Mo stored the Cathode Stone in the system space and waited patiently. 

Not long after, the system’s introduction came. 

[?Extreme Cold Ice Jade?, evolved from the Cathode Stone. It contains the 
purest ice element and is of heaven-grade tier 1.] 

“I found a treasure…” 

After listening to the system’s introduction, Lin Mo nodded in satisfaction. This 
was not the Cathode Stone, but the evolved version of it, the Extreme Cold 
Ice Jade. 

He told this news to Qilin, and the latter was overjoyed. 

“This can be exchanged for divine medicine, right?” Qilin transmitted her 
voice. This extreme Frost Ice jade was not of much use to both her and Lin 
Mo. 

Thus, they could only sell it. If they could get divine medicine in return, then 
they would make a big profit this time. 

“The Extreme Cold Ice Jade is only a divine material. It’s impossible to 
exchange it for divine medicine. However, it can be sold for quite a lot of spirit 
stones…” 

Lin Mo laughed. How could it be so easy to exchange for divine medicine? 

As the grade of the various treasures increased, medicinal herbs, spirit pills, 
and the like would become more popular. 



On the other hand, the value of these precious materials began to decline. 

“The next item to be auctioned is an earth-grade tier 9 elixir. It’s a rare elixir. 
With proper cultivation, it can grow into a divine medicine.” 

The auctioneer’s voice gradually became excited. Looking at the auction list, 
his body trembled. 

Although this was Fire City, it was the first time he had seen so many precious 
elixirs at once. 

“Let me remind everyone that there are a total of nine of these precious 
elixirs…” 

As soon as he said that, the crowd went into an uproar. Some people even 
stood up and stared at the auctioneer. 

“The first one is an earth-grade tier 9 Fire Phoenix Tree. Its leaves can help 
people comprehend the rules of the fire Dao.” 

A small tree that was half the height of a person was carried up. 

Qilin and Lin Mo looked over at the same time, waiting for the result. 

Especially Lin Mo, who was the one who had provided all nine earth-grade tier 
9 elixirs. 

If it was anywhere else, he would definitely be able to obtain nine divine 
medicines, and some of them might even be of a higher grade. 

Now, everyone was too enthusiastic. Lin Mo felt that they could be sold for a 
good price, but there was no way to get good treasures in return… 

“Oh right, Qilin, you can affect my luck, right?” Lin Mo asked via voice 
transmission. 

“Yeah, but you can’t abuse it.” Qilin looked at Lin Mo and nodded. 

In reality, as long as she was by Lin Mo’s side and did not have any ill 
intentions, Lin Mo’s luck would continue to be good. 

It was not that his wishes would come true, but he would have nothing to 
worry about. 



This was also the reason Lin Mo dared to auction off nine precious elixirs in 
one go. 

With Qilin around, he did not have to worry about being targeted by others. 

... 

“Let’s use it once. I asked the people at the auction house for divine 
medicines. I hope they have them in stock.” 

Lin Mo found an excuse. Nine precious elixirs were being auctioned, so it was 
worth Qilin using her ability on him. 

“Alright, help me guard the area, and don’t let anyone disturb me.” 

Qilin trusted Lin Mo unconditionally and was not suspicious. She sat cross-
legged on the chair. 

To outsiders, it looked like she was cultivating. There was no difference. 

Lin Mo was the only one who could feel that his aura had become similar to 
that of Qilin. 

It was as if he had also become the auspicious White Qilin at this moment. 

It was as if a large hand had moved and changed his fate. 

“What a mysterious power. What realm do I need to be in to be able to dabble 
in this? ” 

Lin Mo was surprised. He had a premonition that he was about to receive a 
great opportunity… 

[Congratulations for successfully auctioning the earth-grade tier 9 elixir, the 
Fire Phoenix Tree.] 

... 

[Due to your great luck, this auction triggered a 100,000-time auction rebate.] 

[Congratulations on obtaining a heaven-grade tier 8 Silver Phoenix Fruit Tree.] 

A big silver tree appeared in the system space. 



The branches were thick and luxuriant, and there were even seven fruits on 
them, like small silver phoenixes. 

“This is heaven-defying…” 

Lin Mo was flabbergasted. This was too abnormal. The 100,000-time auction 
rebate gave him a Silver Phoenix Fruit Tree. 

Moreover, the fruits had ripened. If this news were to be leaked out, the entire 
Fire City would probably be covered in blood and corpses. 

Even the mayor in the quasi-Saint realm would come to fight for it, and so 
would the powerhouses from the neighboring cities… 

Eating a Silver Phoenix Fruit could not only cleanse one’s marrow and remold 
one’s bones, but it could also cleanse one’s soul, remove all inner demons, 
and help one comprehend Dao. 

It could be said that having a Silver Phoenix Fruit was equivalent to being able 
to break through a major realm without any obstacles. 

Even if one were to break through to the quasi-Saint realm, one’s success 
rate would be increased by 30%. 

Lin Mo heaved a long sigh of relief after carefully observing the Silver Phoenix 
Fruit Tree and reading the system’s introduction. 

He had made a huge profit this time. There were seven fruits, and any one of 
them could be sold for a sky-high price… 

[Congratulations for successfully auctioning an earth-grade tier 9 elixir, the 
Glass Fruit.] 

[Successfully triggered a 40,000-time auction rebate.] 

[Congratulations on obtaining a heaven-grade tier 5 Holy Spirit Fruit.] 

Lin Mo had just finished looking at the Silver Phoenix Fruit Tree when he got 
another divine fruit. Just by looking at the appearance, he could conclude that 
it was not weaker than the Silver Phoenix Fruit. 

“It’s. pity that it’s not the Holy Spirit Fruit Tree…” 



Lin Mo sighed as he listened to the system’s introduction of the Holy Spirit 
Fruit. 

[Holy Spirit Fruit, heaven-grade tier 5. It can help people break through the 
Ruler realm and become a Saint. The success rate will be increased by 50%.] 

𝐢n𝒏𝘳𝙚𝒶𝘥.＆nbsp;𝗰𝚘𝓂 

In a way, one would reach the quasi-Saint realm. 

After all, to be able to cultivate to this stage and have enough blood Qi and 
talent to attempt a breakthrough, along with the probability that was increased 
by 50%, one’s breakthrough would be stable. 

“This is equivalent to a ticket to enter the quasi-Saint realm…” 
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“Little girl, are you alright?” 

Lin Mo was still immersed in his joy when he suddenly felt the girl beside him 
collapse. 

She seemed to be exhausted as she leaned against Lin Mo’s shoulder. 

Looking at her pale face and lips, Lin Mo quickly carried her up, his heart 
aching. 

“Don’t scare me. Why does this consume so much of your energy…?” 

Lin Mo’s heart was beating wildly. Little Qilin had absolute trust in him. If 
anything happened to her because of his greed... 



He would never be at ease in his life... 

“It’s working. You’ll definitely get a supreme treasure…” Qilin said weakly. Her 
voice was weak, and her body was trembling. 

“Open your mouth and eat this.” 

Lin Mo reached out with a trembling hand and plucked a Silver Phoenix Fruit 
from the system space. He fed it to Qilin. 

“It smells so good...” 

Qilin sniffed the fruit with her small nose and felt a little more invigorated. She 
opened her mouth and ate the Silver Phoenix Fruit. 

In an instant, her entire body shone brightly with divine light. Her original 
weakness was no longer there, and she was full of life. 

“Divine fruit—she ate a divine fruit…” 

Some people were shocked by this sudden change. 

Countless greedy people looked at Lin Mo and Qilin, and some of them 
frowned. 

They were very powerful. When Lin Mo took out the Silver Phoenix Fruit, they 
felt its medicinal power. 

Nonetheless, before they could spy on it, the little girl ate it. 

“Hehe, I’m sorry. My younger sister rushed her cultivation and almost went 
berserk. I’ve disturbed everyone.” 

Lin Mo stood up and cupped his hands to the people around him. 

He had a smile on his face, and the rest of the people smiled back, but there 
was a bit of coldness in their smiles. 

“A half-step to the peak of the Almighty realm. You can already break through 
the Almighty realm. It seems like the two of you are planning to enter the 
ancient battlefield.” 



There were many high-level Rulers present who could tell that Lin Mo and 
Qilin were hiding their strengths. 

“Of course, we don’t want to miss out on such a place. We just don’t know if 
we’ll be lucky…” 

Lin Mo replied with a smile, but his heart had sunk to the bottom. 

He was too worried about Qilin and exposed the divine medicine. He knew 
that these guys would definitely target him. 

“I’m sorry...” 

A weak voice was heard. Qilin was sitting on a chair with an apologetic look. 

She also knew that she had exposed the divine fruit. Although her identity had 
not been exposed, her strength had been seen through. 

In Demon State, where people were ruthless and cruel, holding a treasure that 
was not on the same level as one’s strength was no different from being 
sentenced to death. 

“You can blame me for being greedy. Perhaps this is the settling of accounts 
you were talking about...” 

Lin Mo shook his head. At the same time, he remembered that Qilin had said 
that if the ability was used too many times, they would have to pay the price. 

Perhaps this was the price they had to pay for using it. 

“It’s fine if we’re exposed. You don’t have any side effects, do you?” Lin Mo 
asked with concern. 

“Give me one more divine fruit, and I’ll be completely recovered.” Qilin licked 
her lips, her face filled with desire. 

She just felt that her body had been cleansed, and she felt very comfortable at 
the moment. 

“I’ll give it to you after the auction.” 

Seeing that Qilin was fine, Lin Mo was finally at ease. 



It was good that there were no aftereffects, or he would die of guilt... 

[Congratulations for successfully auctioning an earth-grade tier 9 Golden Spirit 
Peach Tree.] 

[Successfully triggered a 70,000-time auction rebate.] 

[Congratulations on obtaining a heaven-grade tier 6 divine fruit, the Holy Light 
Peach Tree.] 

The system’s voice sounded in Lin Mo’s mind again, triggering a 70,000-fold 
auction rebate. He obtained another divine tree. 

“My luck is still here?” 

Lin Mo’s heart skipped a beat. He hurriedly looked at Qilin, only to find that 
she was completely fine. She then looked around curiously. 

[The fruit of the Holy Light Peace Tree can revive the dead and grow flesh 
from bones. Even if a quasi-Saint is seriously injured and dying, just one fruit 
will be enough to revive him.] 

[Each person can only eat the Holy Light Peach once in their life. The second 
time will be ineffective, and the medicinal properties won’t be absorbed.] 

Looking at the system’s introduction, Lin Mo was very excited. This was a 
divine fruit that could revive a quasi-Saint. 

“Little girl, how long will your ability to change my fate last?” 

Lin Mo asked via voice transmission. At the same time, he wanted to know if 
Qilin would be exhausted during this time. 

“About two hours. So, if we escape during this time, we’ll likely succeed.] 

Qilin said, telling Lin Mo not to participate in the subsequent auctions. 

Once all their elixirs were sold, they could just take the spirit stones and run 
away. Maybe they would have a chance to escape. 

“Don’t worry, I’ll be fine if I eat one more of the divine fruits you just gave me.” 
Qilin patted her chest and promised. 



In fact, that was exactly what Lin Mo was thinking. He did not even want the 
spirit stones at the auction anymore. 

Running away now might give them a higher chance of success. 

[Congratulations for successfully auctioning the earth-grade tier 9 elixir, the 
Marrow-cleansing Demon Flower.] 

[Successfully triggered a 30,000-time auction rebate.] 

[Congratulations on obtaining a heaven-grade tier 4 Earth Spirit Holy flower.] 

Lin Mo’s luck was as good as ever. He managed to auction off another elixir, 
and the rebate he received was heaven-defying. 

[Congratulations for successfully auctioning...] 

Perhaps it was because he had used up most of his good luck in the first three 
times, the rebates he received after were only 10,000 to 20,000 times. They 
were still high, but they were much weaker than before. 

“This is simply a huge profit...” 

Lin Mo smiled in satisfaction. The nine elixirs had been successfully auctioned 
off. He received two heaven-defying divine trees and a divine fruit that could 
help one break through to the quasi-Saint realm. 

In addition, there were four heaven-grade tier 4 divine herbs and two heaven-
grade tier 5 ones, all of which had very powerful medicinal properties. 

“Let’s go. The auction house will definitely sell you divine medicines.” 

Qilin urged. She also knew that someone would attack them, so she did not 
want to stay here for long. 

The people at the auction were very enthusiastic as they welcomed Lin Mo 
and Qilin. 

The spirit stones for the auction arrived very quickly, and Lin Mo’s requests 
were granted. This was also due to good luck... 

“I won’t disturb you further. Goodbye.” 



Lin Mo stood up and prepared to leave. At the same time, he felt a slight 
headache. 

This was because many people had locked onto them in the dark and were 
following them in secret. Those people clearly wanted to make a move. 

“A bunch of rats… Get out of my way.” 

Suddenly, a loud roar was heard, and a terrifying pressure was released. 
Everyone except Lin Mo and Qilin knelt down. 

In the face of absolute power, any resistance seemed so weak and powerless. 

“A quasi-Saint...” 

Lin Mo’s heart was in his throat, and his expression was ugly. 

Was the quasi-Saint about to make a move? How could he and Qilin escape 
when they were faced with such terrifying strength? 

“Mayor, please spare us...” 

Screams were heard as the people on their knees kowtowed one after 
another. They were all scared out of their wits. 

“Little friend, please come with me.” 

After shouting at everyone to leave, a middle-aged brawny man appeared. He 
walked up to Lin Mo and smiled. 

However, his fierce expression, coupled with his smile, was indeed a little 
creepy. 

“Mayor, we don’t have any more treasures on us. Please show us mercy…” 
Lin Mo said with difficulty. 

A wisp of cold sweat trickled down his forehead as he did some mental 
calculations. 

Even if they used all their means, he and Qilin would not be able to face a 
single move from the other party. The absolute difference in their strengths 
made him feel despair... 



“You gave her a Silver Phoenix Fruit, and it was just picked. You have the 
Silver Phoenix Fruit Tree,” the middle-aged man said slowly. 

His words made Lin Mo’s heart sink to the bottom... 
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The middle-aged man slowly approached. Qilin and Lin Mo’s faces turned 
pale. This was serious. They were not strong enough. Fate and destiny could 
not be messed with... 

“If I give you the Silver Phoenix Fruit Tree, will you let us leave?” 

Lin Mo said in a deep voice. He could not be stingy with his treasure at this 
time. If the other party discovered it, he had to quickly take it out... 

“You don’t seem to want to negotiate.” The middle-aged man grinned 
hideously and walked closer. 

Qilin and Lin Mo were alert at the same time. They took out the Green Cloud 
Sword and the White Jade Cauldron respectively. 

Even a pre-Saint would drool over heaven-grade magic weapons of such 
level. 

Unless one was a disciple of a major force, it was rare to have a heaven-
grade magic tool. 

“Heaven-grade magic tools of tier 6 and tier 4, respectively. Where are you 
two from?” 

Seeing the two of them with their weapons, the mayor hesitated even though 
he was a quasi-Saint. 

They had the Silver Phoenix Fruit Tree, and each of them had a heaven-grade 
magic tool. 



Could they be disciples of some great force? 

“Don’t think about lying. As a quasi-Saint, I can sense your soul fluctuations. 

There’s no point in lying.” 𝒾𝓃𝓷𝘳e𝗮𝒅. 𝐜૦𝒎 

The mayor said coldly. If Lin Mo and Qilin’s backgrounds were too strong, he 
would not be able to act rashly. 

“So powerful?” 

Lin Mo was shocked. He looked at Qilin, and the little girl nodded. She had 
seen the means of a quasi-Saint. 

After all, when she escaped from the Dragon Pavilion, countless quasi-Saints 
and above attacked her. 

In fact, some of the more profound cultivators could even read the minds of 
weaker cultivators. 

“I’m from the Bai clan of the Myriad Souls Mound in the Southern Continent. I 
wonder if you’ve heard of us.” 

Lin Mo answered, prepared for the worst. 

This was the Northern Continent. No matter how powerful the Southern 
Continent forces were, they would not be able to threaten the people here. 

Moreover, once the mayor knew of his and Qilin’s identity, they would be in 
trouble. 

Even the Bai clan would take a risk in the Northern Continent. After all, Lin Mo 
and Qilin were related to the two great inheritances of the Qilin and the Kun 
Peng... 

“You’re from the Southern Continent...” 

The mayor was stunned. He released a powerful soul fluctuation and locked 
onto Lin Mo. 

After confirming the force that Lin Mo belonged to, he frowned. 

“I’ve never even heard of the Southern Continent. What kind of place is that? ” 
The mayor asked. 



The world was huge and boundless. Beyond the five continents, there was 
also an endless starry sky. 

The mayor lived in the Northern Continent and knew that there was a 
Southern Continent. Even so, he had no idea about the geography of the 
Southern Continent and the layout of its forces. 

“Also, which force is she from?” As he spoke, he looked at Qilin. 

Lin Mo’s background might be terrifying, but he was not sure. 

However, Qilin did not say anything. A heaven-grade tier 4 magic tool was 
worth fighting for. 

“She’s my younger sister whom I acknowledged during my training. She’s also 
considered a member of the Bai clan.” 

Lin Mo said, trying his best to act natural. 

He knew that the other party was apprehensive. His deterrence had some 
effect, but it should not be much. 

“We admit that our whereabouts have been exposed. We can give you these 
two heaven-grade magic tools if you let us leave through the teleportation 
formation.” 

As for the Silver Phoenix Fruit Tree, Lin Mo did not mention it again. 

A blind display of cowardice would only make the other party even more 
arrogant. 

In the end, Lin Mo and Qilin might even be killed for their treasures. If a quasi-
Saint were to make a move, they would have no chance of survival... 

“Hehe, you’re quite decisive.” 

The mayor smiled and looked at Lin Mo. There was greed but also fear in his 
eyes. 

“I won’t take them for free. I have a recommendation here that will allow you to 
enter the ancient battlefield. 



“It was originally meant to be the finale of the auction. Now, I can give it to 
you.” He smiled and also withdrew his aura. 

“You’re willing to let us go?” Lin Mo’s eyes lit up. Qilin’s ability to change one’s 
luck was still in effect. 

This was almost like a narrow escape from death... 

“Of course, but my auction house still needs to run. Now that I’m giving the 
finale to you, shouldn’t the two of you show some appreciation?” The mayor 
finally revealed his purpose. 

“Here you go.” 

Lin Mo and Qilin immediately handed over the Green Cloud Sword and the 
White Jade Cauldron. 

It was a great fortune that they were able to escape. Losing two heaven-grade 
magic tools was nothing. 

“You’re not bad—you know how to give and take and are decisive. I’ll send 
you to the teleportation formation…” 

Seeing the two of them being so forthright, the mayor did not make things 
difficult for them. With a wave of his hand, he brought Lin Mo and Qilin to the 
western part of Fire City. 

There was a huge black hole here, and inside it was the endless void. 

“There’s a large flow of people in Fire City, and the teleportation formation is 
always in operation. You don’t have to pay any spirit stones, so you can go 
now.” 

With that, the mayor raised his hand, and the Green Cloud Sword and the 
White Jade Cauldron flew into his hands. 

At the same time, a golden invitation card flew into Lin Mo’s hands. On it were 
two words formed by runes. 

“Dragon Invitation!” 

This was the ticket to enter the ancient battlefield. Lin Mo had heard of it 
before. 



However, this mayor obviously did not know that Lin Mo and Qilin were 
already on the Hidden Dragon Rank. They did not need a Dragon Invitation. 

“Let’s go.” 

Lin Mo pulled Qilin up and left immediately, unwilling to stay any longer. 

The mayor did not stop them and just watched the two of them enter the 
teleportation formation. 

Behind, spatial power appeared as two figures wrapped in loose black robes 
silently appeared. 

“Sir, what about the Silver Phoenix Fruit Tree?” 

“Do you know what’s the most important thing in Demon State?” The mayor 
sneered. 

“We have no idea.” The two of them shook their heads at the same time. 

“It is to be sensible. One has to know what one can or cannot take. The Silver 
Phoenix Fruit Tree is a tier 8 or even tier 9 heaven-grade divine tree. 

“Even the top forces are willing to start a war for it. If we take it, Fire City will 
be razed to the ground in less than a month…” 

After saying that, the mayor did not stay any longer. After a wave of spatial 
fluctuations, the three of them disappeared at the same time. 

“We were threatened, but we’re no longer in danger...” 

At this moment, in the spatial passageway, Lin Mo heaved a long sigh of relief 
after making sure that no one was chasing them. 

“This is a heavy loss. We didn’t gain anything and lost two heaven-grade 
magic tools…” 

Qilin looked bitter. She was not aware of Lin Mo’s gain and was blaming 
herself. 

If she had not changed Lin Mo’s fate, she would not have suffered a backlash, 
and the Silver Phoenix Fruit Tree would not have been exposed... 



“Take this and stop complaining. Although it was a little dangerous, we made 
a huge profit this time.” 

Lin Mo plucked another Silver Phoenix Fruit and fed it to Qilin so she could 
recover her previous consumption. 

“By the way, didn’t you say you ran out of divine herbs and fruits? What’s 
this?” Qilin took the Silver Phoenix Fruit and asked curiously. 

At this moment, she was very dissatisfied with Lin Mo. He had kept so many 
things from her. 

“Where did you get that treasure from? Also, what’s with the Bai clan? ” 

Qilin took a hard bite of the Silver Phoenix Fruit, chewing the flesh and 
swallowing the juice. She looked a little fierce. 

“I’ll give you another Silver Phoenix Fruit. Can you keep a secret?” Lin Mo 
laughed bitterly. 

He did not know how to explain the auction rebate system. 

Even if he told Qilin, she would not believe him. Instead, the little girl would 
think that he was lying to her with such a careless lie… 
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“Another one...” 

Qilin was stunned and took another Silver Phoenix Fruit from Lin Mo. 

This was unbelievable. Even the top forces that ruled a state might not have 
such a heaven-defying divine fruit. 

“No, you can’t hide everything from me. You have to tell me something.” 



Although Qilin received another Silver Phoenix Fruit, she still minded it a lot. 
She had told Lin Mo everything, but he kept secrets from her... 

“Alright, I’ll tell you my story. After all, there’s still a long way to go.” 

Lin Mo could not help but laugh at the stubborn little girl. He reached out and 
ruffled her hair, making it a mess. 

... 

The spatial passageway in Fire City was very stable, and the two of them 
advanced quickly. 

After spending a day, they finally left the spatial passageway and arrived at a 
super major city. 

This city was known as one of the eight great Demon King Cities of Demon 
State. 

There was a Demon King in charge of it, and it was said that he was one of 
the most powerful powerhouses in Demon State. 

Inside, there was a teleportation formation that led directly to Dragon State, 
which was also one of Lin Mo and Qilin’s goals for this trip. 

“Wow, your experience is so amazing. It’s unexpected…” 

Walking out of the teleportation formation, Qilin was still lamenting. On this 
day, Lin Mo summarized his story slightly and told her about it. 

She was entranced by the story and finally understood why Lin Mo had joined 
the Bai clan. 

The Eastern Continent was poor, and no one could reach the Immortal 
Foundation realm, let alone Lin Mo, who had the God Devouring Body. 

“Then do you think I should join the Bai clan?” 

Qilin was a little hesitant. She trusted Lin Mo, so she naturally trusted his wife 
and friends. 

Even so, the Bai clan was such a huge clan. No one would believe that no 
one was after her blood. 



If the Bai clan’s supreme powerhouses coveted Qilin’s inheritance, then she 
would be courting her own death. 

“Don’t go now. When you’re strong enough, you can come and show your 
presence.” Lin Mo chuckled. 

He had sworn to join the Bai clan, so he welcomed Qilin’s presence. 

Despite that, now that Qilin was weak, it would be dangerous for her to go. It 
would be better for her to join in the future. 

“I’ll listen to you.” Qilin nodded. She did not doubt Lin Mo’s words at all. 

“If you want to buy medicinal herbs, turn left in front. There’s a medicine 
pavilion that even sells divine medicines.” 

After asking a passerby, Lin Mo brought Qilin to the medicine pavilion. 

“Wow, this is a raw spirit fruit of earth-grade tier 8. It smells so good!” 

As soon as Qilin entered, she was captivated and drooled. 

Every elixir here was full and of high quality. There were even demonic beast 
carcasses for sale. 

“This is a Golden Elephant. Aren’t you afraid of the Golden Elephant Clan 
finding trouble with you for selling this?” Lin Mo asked curiously. 

The Golden Elephants were a tribe. If they saw this, they would definitely not 
allow the carcasses of their kind to be sold. 

“Sir, there’s no need to worry. It’s just the Golden Elephants. The medicine 
pavilion can still afford to offend them.” Someone was there to introduce the 
goods to Lin Mo and Qilin. 

“Then I’ll buy one. Golden Elephant soup will definitely taste good.” 

Qilin impatiently chose a huge Golden Elephant. A jade bracelet on her wrist 
glowed and took it in. 

The attendant noted it down and started promoting other items for Lin Mo. 

“Buy a few raw spirit fruits. We must have dessert after our meal...” 



“There are also the Fragrant Flowers and the Absolute Cloud Herbs. They can 
be used as seasoning...” 

Qilin happily selected the goods. Such a luxurious purchase also attracted 
many people’s attention. 

“Excuse me, I need all kinds of rare elixirs from your shop. They must be at 
earth-grade tier 9 or half a step to heaven-grade.” 

With so many people watching, Lin Mo was helpless and could only let Qilin 
do as she pleased. 

He sent a voice transmission to the attendant and asked him to prepare the 
elixirs for him. 

“Alright. Please wait a moment, Sir.” 

The attendant bowed respectfully and quickly went backstage to report his 
request. 

On the other side, after Qilin picked out a large pile of elixirs, she took them 
away. 

“Am I spending too much money…?” 

She looked at Lin Mo in embarrassment. 

A conservative estimate would be that she had spent hundreds of millions of 
high-grade spirit stones. She had bought many elixirs in bulk. 

“At least you’re aware...” 

Lin Mo facepalmed. He still had some spirit stones in reserve, but he could not 
afford to use them like this. 

In addition to the precious elixirs he wanted to buy, this trip would probably 
empty his collection. 

In the end, the medicine pavilion’s manager personally came out to attend to 
Lin Mo and Qilin. 

They were served fine spirit tea and treated as distinguished guests. 



“Sir, according to the records, the elixirs that this lady took are worth 13,000 
supreme-grade spirit stones. 

“In addition to the precious elixirs you asked for, the total value is 27,000 
supreme-grade spirit stones.” 

The manager was very excited. This time, a big customer had come and 
bought so many treasures. 

Not to mention other things, he would gain a huge commission for completing 
this transaction. 

“Do they use supreme-grade spirit stones here…?” 

Lin Mo was stunned. However, this was normal. As one of the eight great 
Demon King Cities, the medicine pavilion must have a bunch of quasi-Saints 
to be able to stand tall... 

Powerhouses of that level must use supreme-grade spirit stones to cultivate. 

“I still need to keep my spirit stones for cultivation. Do you take cultivation 
techniques?” Lin Mo asked. He had a few powerful cultivation techniques and 
martial arts. 

He no longer lacked martial arts, and cultivation techniques were useless to 
him. 

Lin Mo would sell them sooner or later, so he might as well sell it now and get 
the medicine pavilion to give him some supreme-grade spirit stones. 

“Generally speaking, I won’t accept them. However, if your cultivation 
techniques are good enough, I can accept them.” 

The manager smiled. A good cultivation technique that was well-publicized 
could be auctioned off at a high price. 

“This is a heaven-grade tier 2 cultivation technique, the Great Dao Soul-
returning Technique. Take a look at its effects and name a price.” 

Lin Mo recalled and told the manager about the cultivation technique that he 
had obtained from the auction of the Tai Yu Spirit Nurturing Art. 



That cultivation technique had been in the system space for a long time, but 
he had never paid attention to it. 

If he were to sell it now, he did not know how many spirit stones he could 
get... 

“Sir, are you really going to sell this cultivation method to our medicine 
pavilion?” The attendant took a look at it. 

The next moment, he stood up in excitement. 

A heaven-grade tier 2 technique was shocking enough, but he did not expect 
it to be so powerful. 

In his opinion, even a heaven-grade tier 3 cultivation technique might not be 
as good as the Great Dao Soul-returning Technique... 

“I got it by chance. Name a price, and I’ll sell it to you if it’s reasonable.” 

Lin Mo waved his hand nonchalantly. At the same time, he instructed the 
manager to keep the people here in check. 

“Understood. I know the rules.” 

The manager nodded. He knew that Lin Mo and Qilin’s backgrounds were not 
simple. 

Not long after, the door of the guest room was pushed open, and a 
maidservant walked in. She said a few words in the attendant’s ear and then 
left. 

“Sir, the elder of the medicine pavilion said that he’s willing to pay 50,000 
supreme-grade spirit stones for the Great Dao Soul-returning Technique. 
What do you think? ” 

“That’s not bad. Deal.” 

Lin Mo was not picky about the price and retrieved the cultivation technique 
from the system space. 

The manager was quite sensible. He gave Lin Mo and Qilin two Disguise Pills 
and asked the maidservant to send them out of the medicine pavilion. 
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